VSP Rabbit and Rodent Dental Kit

(SKU# 69500)

Product description
This VSP Rabbit and Rodent Dental Kit simplifies the process of grinding overgrown teeth in rabbits and rodents, which are becoming increasingly popular pets. The kit includes a speculum and two x-long dental bits. The speculum attaches to a lighted otoscope and offers excellent exposure during oral cavity examinations or to keep the mouth open during surgery.

- Kit includes:
  - High-quality, stainless steel speculum reflects light from the otoscope
  - Two extra-long dental bits fit in a Dremel® tool or dental drill*
- Simplifies the process of grinding overgrown teeth in rabbits and rodents
- Speculum offers excellent exposure during oral examinations or surgery
- Helps simplify dental procedures for the practitioner
- Helps make procedures safe for the patient by limiting accidental trauma
- These tools will enhance the dental health of these increasingly popular pets

Order a collet adapter for use with Dremel tools
If you are attaching a dental bit to a Dremel tool, you will need a collet nut adapter to attach to the shaft of the drill bit.
Purchase individually from VSP (SKU# 67176)

* Collet nut adapters are not required if you are using the dental bits with most dental drills

Order additional x-long dental bits
Purchase in sets of two from VSP (SKU# 69502)

See other side for use directions
Use directions
VSP Rabbit and Rodent Dental Kit

Use directions
1. For ease of completing procedures, it is advised to have the patient sedated or anesthetized
2. Attach the speculum to the otoscope
3. Gently guide the speculum into the patient’s mouth so the dental arcade to be worked on fills the slot in the speculum
4. Looking through the lighted otoscope, make sure the teeth are clearly visible and the tongue and cheek soft tissues of the mouth are completely protected
5. Then guide the extra long dental bit through the otoscope speculum, and grind the teeth to the proper occlusal level
6. Depending upon the otoscopic head being used, the magnifying glass should be turned partially to the side to permit the entry of the drill bit through the oral speculum

For practitioners using a Dremel® tool
• When using a Dremel® tool, it is necessary to use a collet nut adapter to adapt to the shaft of the drill bit
• The collet nut adapter is not necessary if using a dental drill
• Collet nut adapters and extra drill bits can be purchased individually from VSP